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Fight To Be Free
DragonForce

[Intro] Bm  G  Bm  G
        Bm  G  A

D
  Coming down from the mountain ranges
For the battle of ancient ages
G
  Fight hard for the warrior soul
Wage war, ride on  til our destiny calls
D
  Through the valley of black wind, burning sun
See the warrior fight, the time has come
G
  Fight on for the powerful Lord
March on, stand strong  til the end of the world
         A
When the sun and stars will align again
        G
And the land is dark and gone
        A
And the ring of fire will be born again
        G
For the one

[Refrão]

D                 G
  We just want to dream about it
D             G
  We die to believe without it
Bm                G
  The fire in our hearts, in our song
    G                        A
The price at the gates far beyond, whoa-oh-oh
D                               G
  And when the hands of all the nation will arise
D                            G
  And as the sun will shine across the blazing skies
G                      A
  Through the wind and through the trees
G                  A             G
  For the honor of family, black ninja ride on
A           D
Fight to be free

( Bm  G )
( Bm  G  A )



D
  For our fallen fathers we will fight
For the glory of master through the night
G
  Over mountains, by the sea
To the land far away where the warrior lives
D
  See the ninja ride with evil sword
For the power of powerful overlord
G
  March on for the glory of all
Ride on, fight hard for the warrior call
         A
When the sun and stars will align again
        G
And the land is dark and gone
        A
And the ring of fire will be born again
        G
For the one

[Refrão]

D                 G
  We just want to dream about it
D             G
  We die to believe without it
Bm                G
  The fire in our hearts, in our song
    G                        A
The price at the gates far beyond

( Bm  G  A )
( Bm  G  A )

[Solo] Bm  G
       Bm  D  A
       Bm  G
       Bm  D  A

         A
When the sun and stars will align again
        G
And the land is dark and gone
        A
And the ring of fire will be born again
        G
For the one

[Refrão]

D                 G
  We just want to dream about it



D             G
  We die to believe without it
Bm                G
  The fire in our hearts, in our song
    G                        A
The price at the gates far beyond, whoa-oh-oh
D                               G
  And when the hands of all the nation will arise
D                            G
  And as the sun will shine across the blazing skies
G                      A
  Through the wind and through the trees
G                  A             G
  For the honor of family, black ninja ride on
A           D    Bm
Fight to be free-ee
G          D
Whoa-oh-oh-oh

( G  A  D )


